
Increase recoveries with no capital outlay

 � Manage fluctuating bankruptcy volumes without adding additional staff

 � Never miss a bankruptcy filing with full-service portfolio monitoring

 � Yield higher recoveries with accurate and complete proof of claim filing

 � Eliminate 50% of time wasted from managing cases that ultimately dismiss

 � Receive tailored workflows that easily integrate with your existing ERP

Benefits

Maximize  
Resources
Focus existing staff on  
revenue-generating and core 
business tasks.

Eliminate  
Expenses
Convert fixed costs to variable 
costs with portfolio-specific, 
contingency fee pricing.

Reduce  
Risk
Trust industry experts who  
closely monitor all bankruptcy  
laws and regulations.

Results-driven Workflow

LCI Full-Service Bankruptcy Management

Turn Fixed Costs into Variable Contingency Fees by  
Outsourcing your Bankruptcy Management

Know the value of  your 
portfolio for potential 

debt sales

Portfolio 
Valuation

Never reconcile a trustee 
check again

Disbursement 
Handling

Replace manual processes 
and reduce risk in case 

management

Case 
Management

Identify every bankruptcy 
recovery opportunity 

every time

Automated
Identification
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Key Features

Example Use Cases
A nationwide telecom provider had a significant cost center set up to manually flag bankruptcies to cease collections 
but was unable to cost-effectively file claims for accounts with balances less than $500. They chose LCI to automate 
bankruptcy identification and manage their bankrupt accounts on a contingent bases, effectively turning a cost center 
into a profit center.

A growing regional installment lender was using outdated technology and significant manpower to manage their 
bankrupt accounts. Recognizing that bankruptcy volumes were at an all-time low, the lender leveraged LCI’s resources  
to fine tune their bankruptcy portfolio valuation before selling to a debt buyer who exclusively works with LCI to service  
the accounts. By trusting LCI, the lender ensured the best financial outcome while eliminating the need to invest  
in bankruptcy management personnel and infrastructure.  

A fintech lender was prevented by specific investors from selling a segment of their bankrupt accounts and struggled to 
manage their bankruptcy volumes in-house. Simultaneously, their bankruptcy notification vendor was missing upwards of 
10% of their bankruptcies, resulting in millions of dollars in unfiled proofs of claim and unsold accounts. While maintaining 
their debt sales strategy, this lender was able to leverage LCI to manage the remaining accounts on a contingent basis 
and focus their staff on revenue-generating, core business tasks. 
 
A nationwide credit card issuing bank discovered a recovery opportunity when they realized that the Bankruptcy Noticing 
Center sends Chapter 7 Asset Notifications on a minimal (<1%) number of accounts at the time of filing, where LCI was 
identifying assets on >12% of their Chapter 7 accounts. Given the large number of additional recovery opportunities, this 
large financial institution opted to engage LCI for contingency based Chapter 7 servicing to increase recoveries. 

BANKRUPTCY 
IDENTIFICATION

Leverage the industry’s most accurate matching algorithms and complete  
bankruptcy database to never miss a recovery opportunity.

Streamlined process to retrieve account information ensures highest quality  
POCs while limiting original account statements.

PROOF OF 
CLAIM FILING

Advanced proprietary technology ensures that all court-mandated requirements  
are followed leading to higher recoveries and low objection rate (<0.5%).

CLAIM 
MANAGEMENT

DISBURSEMENT 
MANAGEMENT

Eliminate the need to manage complicated trustee payments with simplified 
monthly account-level reporting and disbursements. 

PORTFOLIO 
VALUATION

Gain a competitive advantage using LCI’s propriety models to project your 
portfolio value for a debt sale.


